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Abstract—Time Series Motif Discovery (TSMD) is defined as
searching for patterns that are previously unknown and appear
with a given frequency in time series. Another problem strongly
related with TSMD is Word Segmentation. This problem has
received much attention from the community that studies early
language acquisition in babies and toddlers. The development of
biologically plausible models for word segmentation could greatly
advance this field. Therefore, in this article, we propose the
Variable Input Length Map (VILMAP) for Motif Discovery and
Word Segmentation. The model is based on the Self-Organizing
Maps and can identify Motifs with different lengths in time series.
In our experiments, we show that VILMAP presents good results
in finding Motifs in a standard Motif discovery dataset and can
avoid catastrophic forgetting when trained with datasets with
increasing values of input size. We also show that VILMAP
achieves results similar or superior to other methods in the
literature developed for the task of word segmentation.
Index Terms—self-organizing maps, variable input length,
subspace clustering, motif discovery.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motifs are described in the literature as recurrent patterns,
frequent tendencies, successions, forms, episodes, or frequent
subsequences that occur in time series [1]. Motif Discovery
methods search for previously unknown frequent patterns in
a time series [2]. The task can be seen as a time series
clustering problem, assuming that each cluster must group
together patterns in the time series that represent the same
Motif. The problem of Word Segmentation in transcription of
fluent speech can be seen as a Motif discovery problem in
which the words are the Motifs of a time series composed of
phonemes. This problem has received much attention from the
community that studies early language acquisition in babies
and toddlers and is one of the focus of the present article.
The development of biologically plausible models for word
segmentation could greatly advance this field.
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [3] is a biologically
inspired neural network, frequently applied for visualizing
high dimensional data by compressing the information while
preserving the topological relations and capturing the most
important characteristics of the input data. However, it finds
applications in many other types of problems, such as surface
reconstruction [4] and data clustering [5]. It is also worth
mentioning that SOM has been applied to a variety of prob-
lems involving sensory processing, including visual [6] and
auditory information [7]. The original SOM [8] defines a map
composed of a set of nodes, or prototypes, that compete and
cooperate to represent a certain region of the input space. The
nodes are usually organized in a fixed bi-dimensional grid
and the model employs an Euclidean distance for comparing
the input patterns with each node in map, what may not
be adequate for clustering high-dimensional datasets, due to
the curse of dimensionality [9] or in datasets in which not
all dimensions are equally relevant for the different clusters,
such as in subspace clustering [10], [11] and Motif discovery.
However, new models based on SOM were developed for
improving its performance in such scenario [5], [12].
The Local Adaptive Receptive Field Dimension Selective
Self-organizing Map (LARFDSSOM), proposed in [5], is an
example that presented good results for the task of subspace
clustering. The model achieves this by applying different
weights for each input dimension for each cluster. These
characteristics enable a new range of clustering related appli-
cations beyond subspace clustering, in which Motif Discovery
is included. However, in Motif discovery, there is a demand for
methods that can work with different sizes of samples [13] in
order to allow the discovery of Motifs with different lengths.
LARFDSSOM was not developed for this case and to the
best of our knowledge, there is no SOM-based method for
clustering data with supporting inputs with different length.
In addition to that, the Variable Input Length MAP
(VILMAP) was developed to extend LARFDSSOM to make
it possible clustering patterns with different sizes. VLIMAP
takes advantage of the self-adjustable input weights of
LARFDSSOM for allowing the input samples with a variable
regarding the number of input dimensions. Therefore, when
VILMAP is trained with patterns of different sizes, it generates
a map with prototype nodes that have different sizes.
In our experiments, we show that VILMAP is able to find
Motifs in a standard Motif discovery dataset (the GunPoint
dataset [14]). Additionally, we verified that VILMAP avoids
catastrophic forgetting when trained with datasets with increas-
ing input sizes. Finally, we also show that VILMAP achieves
results similar or superior to other methods in the literature
developed for the task of word segmentation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the related work; Section III describes the proposed
model; Section IV presents the experimental setup and the
obtained results; and finally, in Section V, we present our final
considerations.
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II. RELATED WORK
In the Section II-A a description of Motif Discovery is
presented with a method of the area; already in Section II-B,
will be explained how the Self-Organizing Map works with
Motif Discovery problem; and finally, in the Section II-C four
methods that are applied to the word segmentation area will
be displayed.
A. Variable Motif Discovery
A time series (TS), S can be defined as a list S =
(s1, s2, ..., sn) of real-valued variables, where n is the
total size of the series, that is, the number of points in the
series. Motifs are called the frequent patterns in a time series,
which are previously unknown, while the search for these
patterns is called Motif Discovery [2].
Defining R as a threshold that establishes a minimum
allowed similarity or the maximum distance allowed between
two occurrences of a Motif, there are two major definitions
for the problem of Time Series Motif Discovery (TSMD),
according to Mueen (2014) [15]:
Similarity-based Definition: Given a time series and its length,
the time series Motifs are the segments repeated in the order of
their similarities between repeated occurrences within a range
R.
Support-based Definition: Given a time series and its length,
time series Motifs are the segments that have the most number
of repetitions within a range R.
The Variable-Length Motif Discovery (VLMD) [13] is a
method that has been proposed to automatically find a suitable
set of variable length Motifs. VLMD iteratively separates Mo-
tifs of different sizes into groups based on similarity. Within
a group, a representative Motif with a normalized minimum
distance between pairs of subsequences is selected. Finally, the
VLMD returns a set of useful representative Motifs, which
is extremely small compared to all possibilities of sliding
window lengths. The operation of VLMD consists of two
steps. Firstly, it finds a set of groups of Motifs looking for
all possible lengths of a sliding window to obtain Motifs of
different lengths. If the current Motif and the previous Motif
overlap, the current Motif is added to the same set of the
previous Motif; Otherwise, a new Motif group is created.
Then, for each group of Motifs, a representative Motif is
selected with a minimum normalized distance for the others
in the group.
Therefore, the VLMD can return a small set of motifs from
a given time series sequence; this method does not present an
application in Word Segmentation area, and we not compare
with this method because [13] did not provide enough detailed
explanation to reproduce the experimental results.
B. Self-Organizing Maps for Motif Discovery
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (Fig. 1), proposed by [16],
is a neural network that maps a high-dimensional data into a
smaller, usually bi-dimensional grid of N nodes (or neurons),
compressing information while preserving the topological re-
lationships of the original data. The nodes in the grid, which
position in the input space is cj=1..N , participate in a winner-
takes-all competition to represent each input stimulus, x. The
nearest node to an input stimulus, cs (the winner node), is
slightly moved to approximate the x. The neighbors of the
winner node in the grid are adjusted as well (cooperation), in
a smaller scale, to establish a topological relationship in the
grid that reflects what is observed in the input space. After
training, similar stimuli are clustered in the same node on the
grid or in topologically near nodes.
Fig. 1. The basic structure of a SOM. Where x, is the input pattern, xi is
the values of the i-th input layer node. cji, represents weight between with
the j-th node in the output layer (organization layer) with the i-th node in
the input layer. In this configuration, each node in the output layer is directly
connected with four neighbors on the rectangular grid.
LARFDSSOM is a model based on SOM that has a time-
variant structure, in which nodes are inserted or removed from
the map during the self-organization process, whenever it is
required for to better representing the patterns in input space.
Also, in LARFDSSOM, nodes can apply different relevances
for each input dimension and perform the adjustment of the
receptive fields as a function of the local variance observed in
the input data.
The operation of the map takes place in three phases: the
organization phase, the convergence phase, and the clustering
phase [5]. In the organization phase, nodes are dynamically
inserted, removed and adjusted in the map in order to cover
the regions of the input space in which the input patterns are
found as well as possible. When an input pattern is presented
for the network, a level of activation is computed for each
node in the map, and the node with the highest activation is
considered the winner of the competition. This activation level
is an inverse function of the distance between the center of the
node and the input pattern. An activation threshold, at, is used
for determining when if the winner node is close enough to
be adjusted or if it is necessary to insert a new node in the
map. The nodes that do not cluster a significant percentage of
the input patterns are periodically removed.
In the convergence phase, the nodes are also updated
and removed when required, similar as in the organization
phase. However, there is no insertion of new nodes. This
phase finishes when the number of nodes in the map stops
decreasing.
After convergence phase, the information stored on the map
can be used for clusters new input patterns (clustering phase).
All nodes with an activation equal to or greater than the
threshold at for a specific input pattern are considered as
clustering it.
Finally, as well as in SOM, the input layer of LARFDSSOM
has a fixed length, thus, it does not allow the increase or
decrease of the sample sizes during the self-organization
process.
C. Word Segmentation
Unlike the spacing provided in the written text, the spoken
words are rarely delimited by pauses, so children must learn
somehow to identify the boundaries between words as they
hear the sentences. Because the structure of words is signif-
icantly variable in all languages, it is difficult to know how
a child between 9 and 15 months of age achieve this ability.
Therefore, segmentation is a key step in language acquisition,
specifically in lexical development [17]. It is worth pointing
out that finding the exact boundaries of all words in a sentence
is not strictly necessary for children to understand what is
said. They actually need to recognize the words present in the
sentence (simple or compound) in the correct order, what can
be done despite the occurrence of certain boundary detection
errors, as it is observed in young children [18].
In the present work, we reproduce the experiments described
in [19] and compared the results we obtained with the follow-
ing four algorithms of Word Segmentation:
1) DiBS: Diphone-Based Segmentation (DiBS) [20] is
based on phonetic properties and keeps in memory the fre-
quency of two phonemes that occur together and decide to
place a boundary between them by computing Bayes’ theorem.
To do this, the model implies certain assumptions: the learning
algorithm knows the phonetic categories, it is able to detect
expression boundaries, it assumes phonological independence
through word boundaries, it traces the free distribution of
context of the diphones and knows the relative frequency
of word forms already learned. Therefore, it uses the local
statistical clues in order to determine the word boundaries.
2) TPs: Another local statistical model is based on tracking
Transitional Probabilities (TPs) [21] over syllables which posit
a boundary between two syllables if its co-occurrence proba-
bility is locally lowest (relative threshold) or is lower than an
absolute threshold, usually computed by taking the averaged
value of syllables pairs. TPs demands a larger memory as the
number of all possible syllables encountered are much greater
than the number of all possible phonemes if compared with
DiBS.
3) PUDDLE: The algorithm Phonotactics from Utterances
Determine Distributional Lexical Elements (PUDDLE) [22],
incrementally creates a lexicon using information about ex-
pression limits and deducing phonetic constraints. More pre-
cisely, each time a sequence of phonemes is found if corre-
spondence with a word in the proto-lexicon is found and if
certain phonological constraints are respected, the chunk of
phonemes is added to the proto-lexicon. The initial phoneme
pairs and endings are added, respectively, to lists of pairs of
initial and final phonemes previously encountered.
4) AGu: Unigram Adapter Grammar (AGu) [23] models an
ideal learner, that is, a learner who has an infinite memory
and a batch process, observing the whole corpus before
segmenting. The structure consists of two modules: a lexical
generator and an adapter. The first generates a lexicon of
items that are likely to be found in the corpus and the second
assigns item frequencies. Importantly, unigram AG assumes
that lexical items are generated independently of each other
and that the stochastic process is chosen so that the frequencies
of the items follow a power law distribution as found in natural
language.
In the next section, the proposed method (VILMAP) will
be presented aiming at addressing the problems of word
segmentation.
III. VARIABLE INPUT LENGTH MAP
VILMAP1 is a model based LARFDSSOM [5] that is
capable of receiving stimuli from an unknown number of
dimensions. The proposed model inherits some important
features from LARFDSSOM: 1) The first one is the ability of
the model to adapt its structure as new patterns are presented
over time; 2) The second feature inherited by VILMAP is the
capacity that the nodes have to apply different relevances for
each input dimension; 3) the receptive field of the nodes can
be adapted during the self-organizing phase of the model.
The VILMAP is composed of two phases: Self-organization
phase Alg. 1 and Clustering phase Alg. 2. The convergence
phase that exists on the map was not inherited for VILMAP
because we aim to work in an online way. As it occurs in
the standard SOM, the organization phase of VILMAP is
composed of three steps: 1) competition, 2) adaptation, and
3) cooperation. Similarly, as in LARFDSSOM, when a new
input pattern is presented, a competition occurs among the
nodes, and the winner is the most active node according to a
radial base function (see line 5 of the Alg. 1). However, a shift
operation is employed to compare the input pattern signal with
the information stored on the prototype, the shift operation
verifies the input pattern signal in all possible position shifted.
After this process, a winner node will be obtained, to be
the chosen, it needs to have the highest value in one of his
shifts. Then, it is verified if its activation is above a threshold
parameter, at, when it happens, a new node is created with its
center at the same position as the input pattern. On the other
hand, if the node activation is greater than at, the adaptation
and cooperation steps take place: the winner node is updated
to approximate of the input pattern (adaptation) as well as their
neighbors (cooperation). This procedure is detailed in Section
III-B.
After one execution of the organizing phase, the clustering
phase can be performed. In VILMAP the clustering procedure
associates the input pattern to only one cluster, and it is
1Available at: https://github.com/RaphaBrito/VILMAP
represented by the node on the map that returned the highest
activation. The clustering procedure is detailed in Section
III-C.
Algorithm 1: Self-Organization Phase
1 Initialization of parameters at, eb, en, β, ds,
Nmax, Dmin, Dmax and minwd ;
2 Initialize the map with one node with cj initialized at the
first input pattern, δj ← 0 and ωs ← 1 ;
3 while have input pattern do
4 Input pattern x is presented to the Map;
5 The activation between x and all nodes is calculated
according to Eq. 1;
6 Find the winner s with the highest activation (as)
conforming to Eq. 3;
7 if size(s) < size(x) then
8 updateNodeDimension(s, x) described in the
Section III;
9 if as < at and N < Nmax then
10 Create new node j and set: cj ← x and δj ← 0;
11 Connect j to the other nodes;
12 N ← N + 1;
13 else if as ≥ at then
14 Update the distance vectors δs of the winner
node and of its neighbors;
15 Update the relevance vectors ωs of the winner
node and of its neighbors;
16 Update the weight vectors cs of the winner and
of its neighbors;
Algorithm 2: Clustering Phase
1 while have input pattern do
2 Input pattern x is presented to the Map;
3 The activation between x and all nodes is calculated
according to Eq. 1;
4 Find the winner s with the highest activation (as)
that is calculated using Eq. 3 ;
5 if as ≥ at then
6 Assign x to the cluster with the index of the
winner node s;
A. Competition and Insertion of Nodes
Each node j in the VILMAP represents a cluster associated
with three m-dimensional vectors, where m is the current
number of input dimensions. 1) the first dimension is the
center of the vector cj = {cji, i = 1, ...,m} that represents
the cluster prototype j in the input space; 2) the second is the
relevance vector ωj = {ωji, i = 1, ...,m}, which stores the
weights (varying between [0, 1]) that the node j applies to the
i-th input dimension; 3) and the third is the distance vector
δj = {δji, i = 1, ...,m}, which stores a moving average of
the distances obtained from the input patterns x and the center
of the vector |x−cj(n)|, which is only used to compute the
relevance vector as in [5].
A radial basis function of a weighted distance Eq. 1 is
used to calculate the activation of a node in the VILMAP.
The nodes receptive fields are adjusted as a function of the
weighted distance among the prototype, the input pattern,
and the summation of the relevance vector
∑m
i=1 ωji. Lower
distances and higher relevances result in a higher activation
(Eq. 1). The equation of activation is
ac(Dω(x, cj), ωj) =
∑m
i=1 ωji∑m
i=1 ωji +Dω(x, cj) + 
(1)
where  is a very small value to avoid division by zero
and Dω(x, cj), is the weighted distance shown in Eq. 2 as
proposed in [12].
Dω(x, cj) =
√√√√ m∑
i=1
ωji(xi − cji)2 (2)
When a node is created, its center cj is initialized at the
position of the last input pattern presented to the map. The
relevance vector ωj is initialized as an array of ones and the
distance vector is initialized as an array of zeros. These vectors
are updated in the adaptation and cooperation steps, presented
in the Section III-B.
As in LARFDSSOM, the winner of a competition s(x), is
the node that presents the highest activation value related to
the input pattern, as defined in the Eq. 3.
S(x) = argmax
j
[ac(Dω(x, cj), ωj)] (3)
VILMAP has an activation threshold at. If the winner node
activation is below at, a new node is created at the same
position of the input pattern and the winner node is not
modified. Otherwise, when the winner node activation is above
at, the winner node and its neighbors are updated, as described
in the next section and shown in Alg. 1. Therefore, the
activation threshold at affects the final number of nodes in
the map.
Since VILMAP can receive inputs with different sizes, it
is necessary to develop a new procedure for computing the
distance Eq. 2 the input patterns with the nodes in the map.
1) regular comparison: if the node size in length is equal
to the size of the input pattern, then the calculation
of the distance is straightforwardly calculated as in
LARFDSSOM (Eq. 2), with node and input pattern
completely aligned.
2) sliding window comparison: If the winner node is
greater in length than the input pattern, the information
stored in the node will be compared with each part
of the input pattern, as in a sliding window approach,
shifting one position at a time. Then the activation is
computed for each position according to the (3) and the
highest activation value is returned as a result at the
end of the process. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 in which
two displacements are possible when the length of the
pattern is 4 and of the node is 5, thus, two activations are
computed. In this example, the node achieves a greater
activation with the displacement B.
Fig. 2. Example of how the activation is calculated in a binary dataset for
an input pattern smaller than the node.
3) truncated comparison: If the node is smaller in length
than the input pattern, the activation is calculated only
on the initial part of the input pattern and the final part
of the stimulus is disregarded as illustrated in Fig. 3.
In this case, if a node that has undergone through this
procedure becomes a winner and has an activation above
at, it will have its dimension updated: all vectors of
the winner node grow to the same size as of the input
pattern. Then, the new elements of the vector cj are
initialized with the same values of the input pattern x;
the new values of vector δj are initialized with 0.0; and
the new elements of the vector ωj are initialized with
an intermediary value 0.5. Fig. 3 also illustrates such
dimension update procedure.
0 1 1 1
0.87 0.83 0.53 0.79
Winner node
0 1 0 1 10101 Input pattern
New winner 
dimension is 
added
0 1 1 1 1
0.87 0.83 0.53 0.79 0.50
Fig. 3. The example illustrating the node vectors dimension update.
B. Updating the Winner Node and Its Neighbors
VILMAP can receive stimuli of different sizes at any
moment. Hence, the m-dimensional vectors of the winner node
might have a different size of the input pattern. Here again,
three situations are possible:
1) regular update: if the node size in length is equal
to the size of the input pattern, the node is updated
straightforwardly as in LARFDSSOM, with node and
input pattern completely aligned.
2) update without the end: If the winner node is higher in
length than the input pattern, the update is done by first
aligning the pattern with the first position of the winner
node. Then, the vectors are updated as in LARFDSSOM,
disregarding the parts that lie out of the vectors.
3) truncated update: If the node is smaller in length than
the input pattern, then, first, the dimensions of vectors
associated with the node are update as follows: all
vectors of the node grow to the same size as of the input
pattern. Then, the new elements of the vector cj are
initialized with the same values of the input pattern; the
new positions of vector δj are initialized with 0.0; and
the new elements of the vector ωj are initialized with an
intermediary value (0.5 assuming data normalized in 0-1
interval). Fig. 3 also illustrates such dimension update
procedure. Finally, the aligned vectors are updated as in
LARFDSSOM.
C. Clustering with VILMAP
After the organization phase, the information stored in each
node of the VILMAP can be used to cluster the test input
patterns. Algorithm 2 presents the clustering procedure. Each
node in the map defines one cluster and all test patterns for
which a certain node is the winner are clustered together. In
the clustering phase, the activation of the nodes is calculated
in the same way as described in Section III-B.
D. Setting Parameters for the Model
Parameter adjustment is performed as in LARFDSSOM.
Table I shows the ranges used for each parameter. The most
important parameter for VILMAP is at because it directly
influences the number of nodes that will be created. The
smaller the at, the fewer nodes will be inserted in the map,
since with the high threshold the nodes will recognize fewer
input patterns, causing more nodes created on the map.
TABLE I
PARAMETER RANGES FOR VILMAP
Parameters max min
Activation threshold (at) 0.70 0.999
Relevance rate β 0.001 0.5
Winner learning rate (eb) 0.0001 0.01
Neighbors learning rate (en) 0.002 1.0×eb
Connection threshold (minwd) 0.001 0.5
Relevance smoothness (ds) 0.01 0.1
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Three experiments were performed in order to evaluate the
proposed approach: the first experiment (Section IV-A) aims
to verify the performance of VILMAP in a standard TSMD
problem, the GunPoint dataset [14]; the second experiment
(Section IV-B) evaluates the ability of the model in learning
sequences of phonemes of increasing size without degrading
its performance; Finally, the third experiment (Section IV-C)
compares the performance of the model with the other methods
in the literature developed for Word Segmentation.
(a) Procedure A (b) Procedure B
Fig. 4. Training and test procedures designed to verify that VILMAP is able to avoid catastrophic forgetting even after being trained with different dimensions.
A. Experiment 1
GunPoint is a dataset that involves one female actress and
one male actor moving they are to form a gun point gesture.
Some characteristics of the Gun-Point dataset are: train size
= 50; test size = 150; size of each input pattern: 150 points;
and number of classes = 2.
The TSMD problem is to identify the two motifs of male
and female actors. The main purpose of this experiment is
to show that the VILMAP can solve problems of fixed size
in the literature, even being created to receive input patterns
with different dimensions. In this experiment the parameters
were adjusted by trial and error as follows: at = 0.702, eb =
0.060, en = 0.247, β = 0.092, ds = 0.070, Nmax =
10000 and minwd = 0.223.
With these parameters, we were able to adjust the map to
form only two clusters, one for each Motif. Fig. 5 displays
a graphical comparison between the Motifs of the Gun-Point
dataset found by VILMAP and the Motifs expected in each
class with their averages and their standard deviations. In Fig.
5(a) the average of samples from the class is presented with
the associated standard deviation (STD), while Fig. 5(b), the
average, and STD for the second class are presented. This
result shows that with only one passage through the data, the
model was able to find both Motifs correctly, but with a certain
displacement in the first one. The second Motif presented a
result with the prototype being within the range of standard
deviation and very close to average.
B. Experiment 2
The second dataset is composed of a set of 130 text
sentences from the transcripts of TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic
Continuous Speech Corpus [24] that we extracted from the
Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) [25].
The input file was translated for a sequence of phonemes
using the tool provided by CMU [26], and afterward, each
phoneme was translated into a 12-dimensional features vector.
The network was trained with the sequence of phonemes fea-
tures obtained with this procedure (True dataset). To compute
the F-Measure, precision and recall, we created a False dataset
by consisting phonemes present in the dataset disposed of
in random sequences that were not in the True dataset. The
obtained False dataset has the same quantity of patterns as the
original input file.
In this experiment, two test cycles were generated to answer
the following question: Is VILMAP capable of avoiding catas-
trophic forgetting when trained with input patterns with an
increasing number of dimensions? In the procedure illustrated
in Fig. 4(a), one training cycle with input patterns of a certain
size is followed by a test with the same size, starting with the
representation of two phonemes (24 dimensions), increasing
by 12 dimensions, up to 72 dimensions (6 phonemes). In Fig.
4(b) the test procedure performed after the last training cycle
with each of the five input sizes are illustrated.
In order to achieve good results, in this experiment, 100 sets
of parameter values were sampled from the ranges in Table
I, according to a Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [27], and
we recorded the best results achieved for each parameter set
generated. The LHS is employed to ensure complete coverage
of the range of each parameter. The interval of each parameter
is divided into 100 intervals of equal probability and a single
value is randomly selected from each interval.
From the results displayed in Fig. 6 we can see that in
the procedure A, the model achieved an F-Measure of about
70% a precision of 55% and a recall of 100%. By analyzing
the Fig. 6(b), we can see that the model did not degrade
its performance on lower dimensional datasets after being
trained with datasets with a greater number of dimensions.
It is worth noting that the performance in the dataset with the
lowest dimensions actually increased after training with other
datasets. This improvement occurs because nodes of size 24
continue to be updated and recognizing more specific stimuli
due to the decrease of its relevances and respective adjustment
of the receptive fields.
C. Experiment 3
The third dataset was the Brent-Siskind corpus [28]. This
corpus is the largest of the CHIELDS repository [29] and
contains the orthographic transcription of more than 100 hours
of recording of 16 English language mothers with children
who were between 9 and 15 months old at the time of
recording.
In this experiment, we apply VILMAP for segmenting
words in transcription of fluent speech. Considering the pro-
posed model does not identify precisely the word boundaries,
but is capable of recognizing a word when presented by its
inputs, to make it possible to compare the proposed method
with the methods presented in [19], we separated non-words
from words input patterns. The non-words are caused by the
displacements performed on the input data when they are
presented to the network since eventually only part of a word is
(a) Mean and std of class 1 (green) with the pattern created (blue) (b) Mean and std of class 2 (green) with the pattern created (blue)
Fig. 5. Graphical comparison of the Motifs found with the mean and standard deviation of each class of the gun-point time series.
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(b) Procedure B
Fig. 6. Graphical Results to compare models A and B.
available by the inputs. We present to the network the original
words from the database to count the true positives and the
false negatives. Finally, as in the previous experiment, we
can compute precision, recall and F-measure. The parameter
sampling procedure described in the previous experiment was
also employed in this experiment.
The results obtained with the proposed method in compar-
ison with the results presented in [19] are shown in Table II.
From this table we can see that VILMAP obtained a relatively
good F-measure, only losing for the AGu algorithm; a very
good precision, overcoming all other algorithms; and finally,
an intermediary recall. We considered this a promising result,
since AGu models a learner with infinite memory and a batch
process, while our method represents an online learner that
passes through the data only once.
TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE WORD SEGMENTATION EXPERIMENT
Algorithm F-measure Precision Recall
VILMAP 0.750 0.856 0.667
PUDDLE 0.706 0.682 0.733
DiBS 0.236 0.234 0.240
AGu 0.782 0.787 0.777
TPs 0.468 0.432 0.512
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work presented a variable input length self-organizing
map, VILMAP, for the problem of motif discovery and word
segmentation. The preliminary evaluation presented in Exper-
iment 1, shows that VILMAP can be applied for simple tasks
of TSMD. However, a more detailed evaluation of different
datasets and conditions is still required.
The results of Experiment 2 showed that the proposed model
seems to be able to avoid catastrophic forgetting when the
number of dimensions of the input patterns increases with
time. This is an interesting and peculiar characteristic of the
proposed model not found in other SOM-based models the
literature.
Moreover, the results of Experiment 3 show that VILMAP
can be a promising candidate for the task of Word Segmenta-
tion.
As future work, we intend to explore the capacity of
VILMAP of dealing with inputs of variable size to build a re-
current growing self-organizing map, for learning expressions
with an increasing level of complexity. In this regard, the fact
that VILMAP deals well with such an increasing number of
dimensions (up to 72) without degrading its performance on
previously learned data is a motivating achievement in this
path.
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